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Abstract—This Quantum cryptography allows communicating parties to securely establish cryptographic keys for their exchange of 

information among them. It is a entrenched fact that all communication protocols need that the user have right of entry to an authentic channel 
for security. Without this authenticated link communication is vulnerable to different attacks. This manuscript investigates the benefit of using 
quantum cryptography for the delivery of encryption keys in wireless networks. 802.11 at various stage of communication.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the earlier period of twenty years, the quantum properties of matter and light have been applied to the field of information 
and other security. Research has advanced to the position that real policy using quantum properties are transmitting information 
over extensive distances. Transmission speeds and hardware expenditure have usually limited the use of quantum devices to 
distribute keys rather than entire messages. It is likely to establish that the probability of communication interception by an 
opponent is arbitrarily small under idyllic conditions [1]. People and machines can never be perfect but so there are many 
approaches are used to defeat it but not successful. Computer security experts have wondered why creation of strongest link in a 
system even stronger will improve security overall. 

Since the initial proposal on quantum key distribution protocol appeared in 1984 investigation on quantum cryptography has 
been rising rapidly. Experiments of quantum key distribution have been realized for optical and free-space environments. Since 
fiber networks have been commercialized to offer a turnkey service for broadly used encryption algorithms [2]. Although the 
function of quantum cryptography in fiber networks has momentous advance but the purpose of quantum cryptography in wireless 
networks is still premature. Some advanced topics in this field concern satellite communications [3]. In satellite networks, the 
ground stations and the satellites are main communication entities of the quantum key distribution process. Our motivation is quite 
different. We aim at providing the mobile user’s terminals with quantum key distribution service. 

The uncertainty opinion in quantum mechanics has permitted a novel paradigm for cryptography: quantum cryptography. The 
pleasing characteristic of quantum cryptography is the opportunity of allocating secret key between different users in a way that it is 
impracticable for a third party to eavesdrop without disturbing the quantum communication and any eavesdropping is detected by 
legitimate users [4]. With this quality quantum cryptography is measured as a promising key distribution solution towards long-
term unconditionally secure cryptosystems. 

In this paper, we define the Quantum encryption technique at transport level which will replace existing defined by 802.11i in 
order to establish the Temporal Key (TK) and Key Encryption Key (KKK) between the movable terminal and the access point. The 
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TK will be used by the encryption algorithms as clean encryption keys. The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, 
familiarizes the readers with quantum cryptography. Section 3 describes the proposed work. In section 4 conclude the paper and it 
conclusion. 

II.  QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY  

 
Quantum cryptography is consideration to be safe and sound for three core reasons.  

• In quantum no-cloning theorem states that an unidentified quantum state cannot be cloned. By which messages sent using 
quantum cryptography would be in an unknown quantum state and they could not be copied and sent on.  

• Quantum system can be in one of two states where any effort to assess the quantum state will alarm the system. A quantum 
communication that is intercepted and examine by an eavesdropper will turn into garbled and useless to the intended receiver 
of the message.  

• The effects created by measuring a quantum property are irretrievable which means an eavesdropper cannot reverse back the 
change make by him in a quantum message to its original state. 
The gain of quantum cryptography is that it gives us perfectly secure data transfer the first successful quantum cryptographic 
device could translate a secret key over 30 centimeters using polarized light, calcite crystals(s), and other elect optical devices 
[5][6]. 
 

 
 

Fig 1: A Quantum Cryptographic Communication System for Securely Transferring Random Key 
 

A. Quantum Entanglement 

Entanglement is a class of quantum correlation which is stronger than any other classical one. If various quantum systems 
consisting of numerous subsystems then it considered in entangled state and its individual subsystems cannot be describe by pure 
quantum stages. Entangled states can be used to hand out for quantum key distribution and quantum teleportation. 

It is a mechanical phenomenon where the quantum of two or more objects has to describe by means of reference to each other 
still though the individual matter may be spatially divided. This leads to correlations among visible physical properties of the 
systems. As the results, measurements performed on one system seen to be instantaneously influencing [7].  

B. Quantum Key Distribution 

It is impossible to obtain information about a physical system without disturbing it in random order in the dynamic 
environment, uncontrollably. This fundamental law of quantum mechanics guarantees the safety of QKE protocols by allowing the 
parties communicating to put a limit in the amount of a voyeur can know about the key. Although QKE requires use of (currently 
expensive) hardware and / or networks of special purpose, secure communications based on QKE systems seem to enjoy an 
advantage over the majority of systems based on public key cryptography. The sub-system key exchange, and therefore the system 
general communications, will have to be more secure than public key authentication mechanism on which it is based [8]. For 
example, if RSA digital signatures are used for authentication, a system of this kind would be unsafe if quantum computers are 
available. 

Quantum mechanics has multiple cryptographic applications as well. The best known is quantum key distribution (QKD) which 
enables Alice and Bob to produce a protected classical secret key in spite of the potential existence of an eavesdropper. QKD 
requires only an insecure quantum channel and genuine classical channels but unfortunately require several rounds of back and 
forth message between Alice and Bob. 
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QKD is a means of distributing keys from one party to another and detecting eavesdropping. It always use a group to set up a 
widespread random secret key by captivating benefit of the information that quantum mechanics does not permit for distinctive 
non-orthogonal states with certainty. 

The primary proposed application of QKD is to generate a secret key which is then used among the one-time padding to send 
unconditionally secure messages. Protocols for quantum key distribution are frequently called BB84. In BB84 Alice sends Bob a 
random series of quantum bits. These quantum bits are uniformly probable to be in single of four possible states [9]. 

C. Integration Of Quantum Cryptography In 802.11 Networks 

Quantum cryptography is considered as a capable resolution towards absolute security in extended term cryptosystems. The 
applications of quantum cryptography within fiber networks have momentous advances. The appealing characteristics of quantum 
cryptography is the option of distributing secret key among two users in a way that it is impracticable for a third party to 
eavesdrop devoid of alarming the quantum transmission and therefore the eavesdropping is detected by legitimate users. With this 
characteristic quantum cryptography is measured as a promising key distribution resolution towards long-standing 
unconditionally secure cryptosystems [10]. 

D. Some Quantum Key Distribution techniques 

BB84 Protocol, based on several methods have been developed to quantum cryptography. We mention in particular the four 
methods: 
• Automatic compensation of weak laser pulse systems: this technique was carefully studied and used in commercially available 
products. Its peculiarity is that it is invariant to rotation of the polarization of a photon induced by optical fiber. 
• Entangled photons: Two photons are generated which State jointly defined. One is sent to Alice and the other to 
Bob. Everyone then measures the polarization of photons. 
• Continuous variable: in this technique, the information is not based on polarization of photons, but is encoded by phase 
or amplitude of the pulses of light. 
• Free space: this method describes the quantum transmission through free space, for example, in the Earth's atmosphere or outer 
space without any physical support. 
 

E. Different Security aspects in 802.11 

In 802.11 we distinguish three aspects: Authentication, encryption key establishment and encryption algorithm.802.11 Security 
Mechanisms.  

Authentication: Authentication is the first thing to do when a mobile terminal wants to join a network. In order to rectify the flaw 
at the WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) based authentication mechanism specified in the 802.11 standard, 802.11 defines the 
802.1x authentication based on EAP(Extensible authentication protocol) The architecture of 802.ix authentication with three 
elements: The supplicant, the authenticator, and the authentication server. The supplicant corresponds to the mobile terminal 
which wants to join a network [11]. The authenticator corresponds to the access point which relies the 802.1x access control and 
only admits data traffic from supplicants who are authenticated by the authentication server. EAP is a flexible protocol allowing 
the running of different authentication methods between the mobile terminal and the authentication server. Depending on the EAP 
method used, we can have a strong or weak, simple or mutual authentication. 
 

Key management: - 802.11i uses many keys at different levels, constituting a key hierarchy 

 

Fig 2 ; Pair wise Key Hierarchy 

Figure 2 depicts this key hierarchy. At the top level, we have the master key called pair wise master key (PMK) which is used to 
derive the other keys. Upon having the PMK, the access point start the 4 way handshake with the mobile terminal to derive the 
PTK. This PTK is then split into three final temperate keys: EAPOL- Key key confirmation key (KCK), EAPAL – Key key 
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Encryption key (KEK), and Temporal key (TK). The KCK is used to calculate the MIC (Message Integrity Code) at the EAPOL – 
Key message during the 4- way handshake. The TK is used to encrypt unicast user data traffic [12]. 

Encryption Algorithms : The 802.11i standard specifies into encryption algorithms: TKIP (Temporal Kay Integrity Protocol) 
and CCMP (Counter Mode with CBC – MAC Protocol). CCMP is mandatory and TKIP is optional. TKIP is considered as transient 
solution towards CCMP – based system because TKIP is based on the RC4 algorithm and only requires a software upgrade on 
WEP – based systems [13]. CCMP is based on AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and requires hardware modification for the 
translation from WEP – based systems. 

F. 4-Way Handshake in 802.11 

The process in which the mobile terminal and the access point authenticate each other and build the key hierarchy from the 
PMK is called the 4-way handshake [8] and presented in Figure 4. 
 

The 4-way handshake is started by the Authenticator by sending the value ANonce (Authenticator Nonce) to the Supplicant. 
Upon receiving the value ANonce, the Supplicant has all materials to build the key hierarchy. However, this hierarchy is not used 
until the Authenticator is authenticated and ready to use these keys. In the second message of the 4-way handshake, the 
Supplicant sends to the Authenticator the value Snonce (Supplicant Nonce) and a MIC calculated based on the content of the 
message and the KCK which has just derived [14]. Upon receiving this message, the Authenticator has all materials to build the 
same key hierarchy. Then it uses the KCK to check the MIC. If the MIC is correct, that means that the Supplicant obtains the 
PMK, and thus the Supplicant is authenticated. 

In the third message of the 4-way handshake, the Authenticator tells the Supplicant that it has finished the derivation of the key 
hierarchy. It also sends a MIC calculated based on the content of the message and the KCK which has just derived. Upon 
receiving this message, the Supplicant checks the MIC in order to verify that the Authenticator obtains the PMK, and thus 
authenticates the Authenticator [15] [16]. Then, the key hierarchy can be used without the doubt about the authenticity of the 
access point. This message can also be used as a means to distribute the GTK to the mobile terminal. 

In the last message of the 4-way handshake, the Supplicant tells the Authenticator that the 4-way handshake is now 
successfully completed. This message also includes a MIC to assure the Authenticator that this message is sent by the Supplicant 
and that it is not modified. After the 4-way handshake, the Temporal Key (TK) is used by the encryption algorithm to provide 
confidentiality of user data.  

III.  PROPOSED WORKD 

We are interested in the aspect of network protocol design for the integration of quantum key distribution in currently specified 
802.11 security mechanisms. Figure below shows the quantum key distribution which is used in the authentication of four way 
handshake in the network of 802.11. 

 
Fig 4. QKD Protocol flowchart 

This QKD is incorporated in the network reside in the transport layer where it encrypt the data with QKD and route to the 
destination [17]. All the communication is taken place between in source and destination through the QKD where it is introduced 
and initialize during the 4-Way handshake procedure of the communication. 

A. Quantum Handshake: 

In the first design quantum handshakes are presented in Figure 4 BB84 protocol starts when supplicant is authenticated by the 
authenticator but not authenticated yet. Only authenticated the authenticator after the fifth message handshakes Quantum. This 
design presents a problem of potential waste of resources. If an access point is a fake one photons exchanged before a fake access 
point has been detected. Figure. 5 is an improved version of the handshake Quantum. The first three messages of Quantum 
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handshake enable handshake and Authenticator to obtain fresh KCK and authenticate each other before beginning the BB84 
Protocol. In the first message of an acknowledgment of the quantum value ANonce sends the authenticator in order to Supplicant, 
to be able to generate the KCK. After you receive this message, the molel′ŝik generates the SNonce. The function of the PRF is 
used to obtain the 128-bit from KCK PMK to PTK in 4 generation like a handshake. 

In the second message, the applicant sent to the Authenticatior the SNonce value and a calculated MIC based on the content of 
the message and the only derived KCK. When this message gets to the authenticator, the access point has all the materials to build 
the KCK and use it to authenticate the Supplicating through verification of the MIC received. 

If the applicant is authenticated, the authenticator sends the third handshake Quantum by adding a microphone that allows to the 
Supplicating to authenticate the authenticator. This message can also be used as a control message to the QKD process. For 
example, this message can send a QKD start signal to inform the applicant that the access point is ready for photons from the 
mobile terminal. 

If the authenticator is authenticated, the suppliant starts transmission of photons of the BB84 Protocol stage. The BB84 
procedure is described in Figure 6. The roles of quantum sender (Alice) and quantum receiver (Bob) are interchangeable for the 
supplicant and the authenticator. In this paper, the supplicant corresponds to Alice and the authenticator corresponds to Bob. The 
other design in which the supplicant corresponds to Bob and the authenticator corresponds to Alice is possible providing that all 
steps of the BB84 protocol are respected [18] [19].  

At the beginning of the quantum transmission step, the supplicant sends to the authenticator a series of polarized photons. The 
number of photons to be sent depends on the length of the desired Q-PTK, the key reconciliation algorithm and the privacy 
amplification algorithm used. Let’s call the number of photon to be sent N. For the generation of each photon, the supplicant 
randomly chooses a bit value of 0 or 1and encodes this information by the polarization of the photon using a basis which is 
randomly chosen. We recall that the possible bases and information coding rules are agreed between the supplicant and the 
authenticator beforehand. They are usually defined in the technical specification of the system. 
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Fig 5: Enhanced version of the quantum handshake 

For the reception of each photon, the authenticator measures each photon using a basis which is randomly chosen and decodes 
the polarized photon to obtain the carried information. After receiving all N photons, the system finishes the quantum transmission 
step. Only this step uses the quantum channel which is described as a double line arrow in figure 6. Further steps are realized over 
the radio link as other above mentioned Quantum handshake messages. The information exchanged in the Figure 6. Public 
discussion of the BB84 protocol can be easily carried by EAPOL-Key frames. 

The authenticator starts the public discussion step by announcing the N bases that it used to receive the N photons. The first 
message of the public discussion is sent to the supplicant over the radio link and appended with a MIC calculated based on the 
content of the message and the KCK just established. This MIC assures the integrity and the authenticity of the message. 
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Upon receiving the bases announcement of the authenticator, the supplicant compares the bases used for the sent photon and 
those used for the received photons. Assuming that there are M (M < N) photons which are sent and received with the same basis. 
In the second message of the public discussion, the supplicant tells the authenticator the M bases which were correct. This message 
as well as further messages during the public discussion are protected by a MIC calculated using the KCK. The supplicant and the 
authenticator keep only the M bits corresponding to the M correct bases. These bits can be the shared secret information if there is 
no eavesdrop and the quantum channel is perfect without noise.  

However, eavesdrop is always possible and the quantum channel is usually noisy. The supplicant and the authenticator will 
detect the probably happened eavesdrop based on an error rate estimation. For this task, the authenticator randomly selects P testing 
bits (P < M) among the remaining M bits. P can be one third of M following the BB84 protocol. In the third message of the public 
discussion, the authenticator reveals the values of the P testing bits to the supplicant.  

In theory, the photons sent and received with the same basis should yield the same information value. The authenticator and the 
supplicant should have the same values for the P testing bits. In practice, the photon’s polarization can be changed during the 
transmission over the quantum channel by the presence of eavesdropping or the noise of the quantum channel, leading to the 
disagreement on the values of the testing bits. A bit 1 encoded by a photon which is sent and received with the same basis can be 
decoded into a bit 0. Upon receiving of the values of the P testing bits, the supplicant compares them with the values of their 
original values. In the fourth message of the public discussion, the supplicant confirms the values of the P testing bits with the 
authenticator. 

If the error rate Er is smaller than a threshold Emax, we can conclude that there was no eavesdrop and the error bits are caused 
by the imperfection of the quantum channel. Otherwise, the quantum transmission was eavesdropped and the photon measurement 
of the eavesdropper caused an unusual high error rate to quantum transmission. The value of Emax depends on the quantum 
transmission quality of specific QKD systems. 

 

 

Fig 6: BB84 procedure 
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If the quantum transmission is concluded “no eavesdropping” after the estimation of the error rate Er, the P testing bits are 
removed from the M bits. The remaining M-P bits are used as the sifted keys Kr shared between the supplicant and the 
authenticator, finishing the BB84 procedure. If eavesdropping is detected, the transmitted photon cannot be used. The Quantum 
handshake is terminated without establishing necessary keys. 

After the BB84 procedure resulting in the sifted key Kr, the two versions of this key at the supplicant and the authenticator sides 
may be still different because of a small error rate caused by the noisy quantum channel. Two procedures need to follow the BB84 
procedure as presented in Figure 5 are key reconciliation and privacy amplification. The key reconciliation procedure is a public 
discussion between the supplicant and the authenticator to correct errors between the two versions of the key Kr. There are several 
reconciliation approaches in the literature. The Cascade protocol is the most used in experimental and commercial QKD systems 
for its simplicity and efficiency. The privacy amplification procedure is also a public discussion between the supplicant and 
authenticator to lower the amount of information about the final key that an eavesdropper can get from the messages exchanged 
during the key reconciliation procedure. For the sake of simplicity and the available space of the paper, we leave the key 
reconciliation and privacy amplification procedures as implementation dependent and do not present in detail any reconciliation or 
privacy amplification protocol in this paper. As some bits of the sifted key Kr can be removed during the key reconciliation 
process, the reconciled key Kc can have a reduced length (Kc <= Kr). However, once established, the two versions of the Kc at the 
supplicant and the authenticator will be the same. After the privacy amplification procedure, length of the reconciled Kc is reduced 
again to build the final key QPTK (Q-PTK < Kc). 

Once the Q-PTK is established, it is split into the KEK and the TK. Until this step, the Quantum handshake achieves its goal of 
mutual authentication and keys distribution between the supplicant and authenticator. In the next message, the authenticator can 
profit this handshake to distribute the GTK which is encrypted using the KEK just derived. This message can be also used to carry 
some control signal of the QKD system such as a QKD-stop signal to synchronize some internal state of the supplicant’s and 
authenticator’s finite state machines. After receiving the QKD-stop signal and probably getting the GTK from the authenticator, the 
supplicant sends the last message to synchronize the starting of user data encryption. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper we suggest a proposal of integrating quantum key distribution in 802.11 networks. A adapted version of encryption 
in the network at message encryption at transport layer with the Quantum handshake which is used to incorporate the BB84 
protocol for the allotment of the cryptographic key used by 802.11i. The quantum handshake is our primary footstep in the 
incorporation of quantum cryptography in wireless networks. But the research has to more explore on the application of quantum 
cryptography in wireless networks is still very premature we expect that the effort presented in this paper can donate to the 
advancement of this research field. 
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